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New Trends in Commodity Futures Markets
(post 2004)

I A sharp increase in the popularity of commodity investing;
large inflows of money from pension funds, endowments,
and other institutional investors

I Institutional holdings went up from $15 billion in 2003 to
over $200 billion in 2008

I Unprecedented booms and busts in commodity prices

I Sharp increase in correlations among commodities

I Increase in equity-commodity correlations

I . . . and especially so for commodities included in
commodity indices
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Commodity Futures Prices
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Figure 1: Commodity Prices 

This figure depicts price appreciations of five commodities, oil, soybeans, cotton, live cattle, and copper, 
since January 1991. We normalize price of each commodity in January 1991 to be 100. 

 

Source: Tang and Xiong (2012)
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Correlations Have Gone Up Significantly

32 
 

Figure 3: Average Correlations of Indexed and Off-index Commodities 

This figure depicts average return correlations of commodities in the SP-GSCI and DJ-UBS indices and 
commodities off these indices. We separate the samples of indexed and off-index commodities. In each 
sample, we construct an equal-weighted return index for each commodity sector. A commodity is not 
included into the index until its average daily futures trading volume in a certain calendar year is larger 
than 20 million dollars. Then, for both indexed and off-index commodities, we compute equal-weighted 
average of one-year rolling return correlations of all sector pairs.    

 

Figure 4: Open Interest of Commodity Futures Contracts 

This figure depicts the total open interest of futures contracts with maturities less than one year of five 
commodities, oil, soybeans, cotton, live cattle, and copper, since January 1991. We normalize the open 
interest of each commodity in January 1991 to be 100. 

 

Source: Tang and Xiong (2012)
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Our Work

I Main question: How do institutional investors affect
commodity futures prices, volatilities, and their
comovement?

I A theoretical model of financialization of commodity futures
markets

I Disentangles how much of price rise can be attributed to
financialization and how much to rising demand for
commodities

I Features institutional investors alongside traditional market
participants

I institutions care about their performance relative to a
commodity market index

I otherwise, a conventional asset pricing model
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Effects of Financialization: Our Main Results

I Commodity futures prices:
I all go up, index futures rise by more
I news about index commodity fundamentals spill over to all

other commodities

I Volatilities of all futures go up, but those of index futures
increase by more

I Correlations:
I cross-commodity correlations rise
I equity-commodity correlations rise
I rise more for index commodities

I Financialization accounts for 11% to 17% of commodity
futures prices and the rest is attributable to fundamentals
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Related Literature
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Tang and Xiong (2012), Singleton (2013)

I Evidence from other markets (equity):
I index effects:
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The Model

I K commodities. Supply news of commodity k :

dDkt = Dkt [µkdt + σkdωkt ] GBM

I Generic good 0, with supply news:

dDt = Dt [µdt + σdω0t ] GBM

– the numeraire
– supply news uncorrelated across commodities

I Prices of commodities are pkt
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The Model
I K futures contracts; one for each commodity k :

– Maturity T , payoff at maturity pkT , futures price fkt

dfkt = fkt [µfk tdt + σfk tdωt ]

I Commodity index includes L < K commodities

It =
L∏

i=1

f 1/L
it

– geometrically-weighted, as S&P Commodity Index

I Stock market: claim to time-T aggregate output:
DT +

∑K
k=1 pkT DkT

dSt = St [µStdt + σStdωt ]

I Risk-free bond
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Investors
I “Normal” investor N

uN (WNT ) = log(WNT )

I “Institutional” investor I

uI(WIT ) = (a + bIT ) log(WIT ), a, b > 0

I Dislikes to perform poorly when benchmark does well
I Less concerned about performance when ahead of the

benchmark
I Formally, marginal utility is increasing in index level

I Cobb-Douglas consumption index (real wealth)

Wn = Cα0
n0

Cα1
n1
· . . . · CαK

nK
, n ∈ {N , I}

I Institution’s endowment λS0, normal investor’s (1− λ)S0
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Time-T Commodity Prices: Effects of Fundamentals

I Price of commodity k :

pkT = pkT =
αk

α0

DT

DkT

– pkT price in benchmark economy with no institutions

Supply Dk ↗
Aggregate
output D ↗ Demand αk ↗

Price pkT − + +

I Commodity index IT inherits properties of p1T , . . . ,pLT
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Discount Factor M0,T (from fkt = Et [Mt ,T pkT ])
I Benchmark with no institutions: M0,T = e(µ−σ2)T D0

DT

I With institutions: M0,T = M0,T

(
1 + b λ(IT−E [IT ])

a+b E [IT ]

)

of the generic good DT . So the aggregate wealth in the economy, the stock market value

ST , in equilibrium is simply a scaled supply of the generic good DT . The quantity D is

an important state variable in our model. In what follows, we will refer to it as (scaled)

aggregate wealth, or, equivalently, (scaled) aggregate output.
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Figure 1: Discount factor. This figure plots the discount factor in the presence of institu-
tions against aggregate output DT and against an index commodity supply DiT . The dotted
lines correspond to the discount factor in the benchmark economy with no institutions. The
plots are typical. The parameter values (when fixed) are: M = 3, K = 5, a = 1, b = 1,
T = 5, λ = 0.4, α0 = 0.7, DT = D0 = 100, DkT = Dk0 = 1, µ = µk = 0.01, σ = σk = 0.15,
αk = 0.06, k = 1, . . . K.

In the benchmark economy, the discount factor depends only on aggregate output DT .

It bears the familiar inverse relationship with aggregate output (dotted line in Figure 1a),

implying that assets with high payoffs in low-DT (bad) states get valued higher. In the

presence of institutions, the discount factor is also decreasing in aggregate output DT , albeit

at a slower rate. That is, the presence of institutions makes the discount factor less sensitive

to news about aggregate output. Additionally, now the discount factor becomes dependent on

the supply of each index commodity DiT (Figure 1b). The channel through which institutions

affect the discount factor is apparent from equation (13): the discount factor now becomes

dependent on the performance of the index, pricing high-index states higher. This is the

channel through which financialization affects asset prices in our model.
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DiT – supply of index commodity i DT – aggregate output

I States with high payoffs of commodity index are priced
higher than in benchmark economy
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Commodity Futures Prices

I Equilibrium futures prices in benchmark economy:

f kt =
αk

α0
e(µ−µk−σ2+σ2

k )(T−t) Dt

Dkt

I In the economy with institutions:

fkt = f kt
Const + b λe1{k≤L}σ

2
k (T−t)/L Dt

∏L
i=1 (gi(t)/Dit)

1/L

Const + b λe−σ2(T−t) Dt
∏L

i=1 (gi(t)/Dit)
1/L

︸ ︷︷ ︸
>1

with gi(t) = αi
α0

e(µ−µi+(1/L−1)σ2
i /2)(T−t)

– Futures prices are higher than in benchmark
– Index futures prices rise more than nonindex ones
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Why?

I Institutions care about the index

I Their marginal utility is increasing in index level

I They value assets that pay off more in states when index
does well

I Hence, they value index futures more than nonindex
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Supply News and Commodity Futures Prices
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Figure 2: Futures prices. This figure plots the equilibrium futures prices against several
key quantities. The plots are typical. We set t = 0.1, Dt = 100, Dkt = 1, k = 1, . . . K.
The solid blue line is for index futures, the magenta dashed line is for nonindex futures, and
the black dotted line is for the benchmark economy. The remaining parameter values (when
fixed) are as in Figure ??.
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Dit – index commodity
supply news

D`t – nonindex commodity
supply news

I If a commodity is included in the index, its supply news
affect all other commodities

I If not, its supply news affect just that commodity alone
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Demand Shifts and Commodity Futures Prices
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αit – index commodity
demand shift

α`t – nonindex commodity
demand shift

I If a commodity is included in the index, its demand shifts
affect all other commodities

I If not, its demand shifts affect just that commodity alone
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Commodity Futures Volatilities
I Recall: dfkt = fkt [µfk tdt + σfk tdωt ]

I Equilibrium loadings on sources of risk of
I index commodity futures:

σfk t = σfk + hkt σIt , hkt > 0

I nonindex commodity futures:

σfk t = σfk + ht σIt , ht > 0

– σfk (constant) loadings in benchmark economy
– σIt loadings on (expected) index
– hkt > ht

I Volatilities of all futures prices, ‖σfk t‖, are higher than in
benchmark economy

I Volatilities of index futures rise more than those of
nonindex
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Commodity Futures Volatilities

ally dependent on supply news of all index commodities and therefore exposed to sources of

uncertainty ω1, . . . ωL. (The dependence is negative, as illustrated in Corollary ?? and Fig-

ure 2a.) Additionally, as argued in Corollary ?? and Figure 2e, shocks to Dt are amplified in

the presence of institutions. Proposition ?? formalizes these intuitions by explicitly report-

ing the loadings on ω0, ω1, . . . , ωK, the driving forces behind D, D1, . . . , DK, respectively.

Hence, commodity futures become more volatile for two reasons: (i) their volatilities are am-

plified because prices react stronger to news about aggregate output Dt and (ii) there is now

dependence on additional sources of risk driving index commodity supply news D1, . . . , DL.

As discussed earlier, the fundamental reason behind this result is that institutions have an

additional incentive to do well when the index does well, and any shock that affects the index

becomes an additional source of risk for the institutions.
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(a) Effect of aggregate output news D (b) Effect of index commodity supply news
Di

Figure 3: Commodity futures volatilities. This figure plots the commodity futures
volatility ||σfkt|| in the presence of institutions against aggregate output news Dt and against
index commodity supply news Dit, i ̸= k. As in Figure ??, the solid blue line is for index
futures, the magenta dashed line is for nonindex futures, and the black dotted line is for the
benchmark economy. The parameter values are as in Figure ??.

Figure ?? illustrates the above discussion. It also reveals that the volatilities of index

and nonindex futures are differentially affected by the presence of institutions. Tang and

Xiong (2012) document that since 2004, and especially during 2008, index commodities have

exhibited higher volatility increases than nonindex ones. Our results are consistent with these
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Dit – index commodity supply news

I Index commodities supply news Di emerge as new
sources of risk

I Aggregate output news Dt is amplified

I Hence, volatilities go up
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Commodity Futures Comovement

I Covariances and correlations among all commodity futures
rise

I Covariances and correlations among index commodities
rise more than nonindex – an asset class effect
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Commodity Futures Correlations

findings. Institutions bid up volatilities of index futures more than nonindex because index

futures, by construction, pay off more when the index does well. The volatilities of index

futures become high enough to make them unattractive to the normal investors (standard

market participants) so that they are willing to sell the index futures to the institutions.
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corrt(i, k)

Dit

(a) Effect of aggregate output news D (b) Effect of index commodity supply
news Di

Figure 4: Futures returns correlations. This figure plots return correlations of two index
futures corrt(i, k) and two nonindex futures corrt(ℓ, k) in the presence of institutions against
aggregate output news Dt and against index commodity supply news Dit, i ̸= k. As in
Figure 2, the solid blue line is for index futures, the magenta dashed line is for nonindex
futures, and the black dotted line is for the benchmark economy. The parameter values are
as in Figure 2.

We next turn to examining the (instantaneous) correlations of futures returns, defined

as corrt(i, k) = σfit · σfkt/(∥σfit∥ ∥σfkt∥). Recent evidence indicates that financialization of

commodities markets has coincided with a sharp increase in the correlations across a wide

range of commodity futures returns. Tang and Xiong (2012) document that the average cor-

relation of non-energy commodity futures with oil has increased from 0.1 in 1990s and early

2000s to about 0.5 in 2009. The increase in the correlations is especially pronounced for the

index futures returns. Tang and Xiong find that the average correlation of nonindex futures

returns with oil rose to 0.2 while that of index commodities exceeded 0.5. Tang and Xiong

hypothesize that the commodity markets have been largely segmented before 2000, and the

inflow of institutional investors who hold multiple commodities in the same portfolio has

linked together the commodity futures markets and increased the correlations among com-
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Dit – index commodity
supply news

Dt – aggregate output
news

I All futures load on a new common factor: commodity index

I Factor loadings are all positive

I Hence, covariances go up
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Transmission to Stock Market
I Stock market value

St = St
Const + b λDt

∏L
i=1 (gi(t)/Dit)

1/L

Const + b λe−σ2(T−t) Dt
∏L

i=1 (gi(t)/Dit)
1/L

︸ ︷︷ ︸
>1

with St =
∑K

k=0 αk

α0
e(µ−σ2)(T−t)Dt

I Stock market volatility components

σSt = σS + hStσIt , hSt > 0

with σS = σ

I Stock market value is higher than in benchmark economy

I Stock market volatility is higher than in benchmark
economy
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Equity-Commodity Correlations

where St and σS are the corresponding quantities in the benchmark economy with no insti-
tutions, given by

St =

∑
K

k=0 αk

α0

e(µ−σ2)(T−t)Dt, σS = σ, (22)

and hSt is a strictly positive stochastic process provided in the Appendix, and σIt is as in
Proposition 2.

Consequently, in equilibrium, the stock market level and its volatility ∥σSt∥ are increased in
the presence of institutions.

Proposition 3 reveals that the stock market is higher in the presence of institutional

investors. This is because the stock market pays off in high aggregate output (high-DT )

states, which are also the states in which the commodity index does well. The institutional

investors who desire payoffs in those states bid up the stock price. For the same reason, they

also bid up the stock return volatility, making the stock a less attractive investment for the

normal investors.
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Figure 5: Equity-futures correlations. This figure plots return correlations of the stock
market with index futures and the stock market with nonindex futures in the presence of
institutions against aggregate output news Dt and against index commodity supply news
Dit, i ̸= k. As in Figure 2, the solid blue line is for index futures, the magenta dashed
line is for nonindex futures, and the black dotted line is for the benchmark economy. The
parameter values are as in Figure 2.

The quantities corrt(S, k) = σfSt · σfkt/(∥σSt|| ||σfkt∥), for all k, are the (instantaneous)

equity-futures correlations in our model. These correlations always rise in the presence of
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Dit – index commodity
supply news

Dt – aggregate output
news

I Stock is valued using the same discount factor Mt ,T as
other assets

I Stocks and commodity futures load on the new (common)
factor: the index
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Quantitative Implications

I Calibrate the model with supply and demand shocks

I Commodity 1 represents energy

I Demand shocks = stochastic energy expenditure share α1
in

W = Cα0
0 Cα1

1 · . . . · C
αK
K

– α1 is increasing with aggregate output
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Demand Shocks and Energy Futures Prices
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(a) Effect of energy demand parameter α1t (b) Spillover to non-energy futures

Figure 6: Futures prices. Panel (a) plots index futures 1 price in the economy with demand
shocks (solid blue line). Panel (b) plots futures k, 1 < k ≤ K, price in the economy with
demand shocks (solid blue line). Both plots are against the energy demand parameter α1t.
The dotted black lines are for the corresponding prices in the benchmark economy with no
institutions. The parameter values are as in Table 2.

of institutions, the futures price increases even more, and especially so in the presence of

demand shocks (solid blue lines). This is because there is now an additional risk in the

economy—shifts in demand for energy—that affects the value of the index. Therefore an

asset whose payoff is positively correlated with these demand shocks—the energy futures—

becomes even more valuable than in the economy without demand shocks. There is also an

important spillover of demand shocks to energy on the other futures prices. These spillovers

are illustrated in Figure 6(b). The spillovers occur because the rise in demand for energy is

positively related to increases in aggregate output, and all prices are increasing in aggregate

output. Institutions bid up prices of all futures because they all pay off higher in high-

energy-demand states—the states when the value of the index is high.

Above effects are quantitatively important. As revealed by Table 3, for our baseline pa-

rameterization, we find that 16.8% of the energy futures price is attributable to financialization—

the presence of institutions—and 83.2% to fundamentals (demand and supply). The effects

of financialization are somewhat smaller for commodities unaffected by demand shocks, but

Dt (see (28)), the futures prices then rise with α1t even in the economy without institutions.

30

α1t – energy demand parameter

I Demand shocks – additional source of risk affecting index

I As demand increases, financialization accounts for a
bigger fraction of futures prices
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Fraction of Futures Prices Explained by Financialization

I Energy futures:

Volatility
of energy
supply news

Volatility of non-energy supply
news σk

0.19 0.24 0.29
0.24 14.39% 14.43% 14.46%

σ1 0.29 16.79% 16.83% 16.86%
0.34 19.68% 19.72% 19.76%

I Non-energy futures:

Volatility
of energy
supply news

Volatility of non-energy supply
news σk

0.19 0.24 0.29
0.24 9.09% 11.00% 13.35%

σ1 0.29 9.16% 11.04% 13.40%
0.34 9.19% 11.08% 13.44%
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Summary: Effects of Financialization
I Prices of all commodity futures go up, but those of index

futures rise by more

I If a commodity is in index, news about its fundamentals
affect all other commodities

I Volatilities of both index and nonindex futures go up, but
those of index futures increase by more

I Correlations among index commodities rise more than
nonindex – an asset class effect

I Equity-commodity correlations go up, and especially so for
index commodities

I Financialization accounts for 11% to 17% of commodity
futures prices and the rest is attributable to fundamentals
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Commodity Spot Prices

I The model pins down time-T commodity spot prices but
not time t < T . Need a model with intermediate
consumption.

I Let us extrapolate from our model. Assume that
I commodities are storable
I one can freely buy or sell commodities at any time t ≤ T
I convenience yield/storage costs are constant fraction δk of

price

I Then

fkt = pkteδk (T−t)

I A great question to explore in future research!
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